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Compulocks HoverTab Security Tablet Lock Stand Silver

Brand : Compulocks Product code: HOVERTAB

Product name : HoverTab Security Tablet Lock Stand
Silver

- Universal Tablet Security Stand
- Set In Portrait or Landscape Mode
- Industrial strength 3M VHB adhesive
- Counter-top or Wall Mountable
- Weight Balanced Stand Base
- Keyed Quick Lock / Unlock
- Compatible with our Cable Locks
Hovertab Universal Tablet Display Stand - Silver
Compulocks HoverTab Security Tablet Lock Stand Silver. Mobile device type: Mobile phone/Smartphone,
Tablet/UMPC, Type: Passive holder, Proper use: Indoor, Product colour: White

Design

Type * Passive holder

Mobile device type * Mobile phone/Smartphone,
Tablet/UMPC

Proper use * Indoor
Product colour * White

Design

Compatibility iPad, Galaxy Tab

Multimedia

Built-in speaker(s)

Power

Power source type Not supported
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